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Abstract

The emergence of cloud computing has created a demand

for more datacenters, which in turn, has led to the substantial

consumption of electricity by computing systems and cool-

ing units. Although recently built warehouse-scale datacen-

ters can nearly completely eliminate cooling overhead, small

to medium datacenters, which still spend nearly half of their

power on cooling, still labor under heavy cooling overhead.

Often overlooked by the cloud computing community, these

types of datacenters are not in the minority: They are respon-

sible for more than 70% of the entire electrical power used

by datacenters. Thus, to tackle the cooling inefficiencies of

these datacenters, we propose ambient temperature-aware

capping (ATAC), which maximizes power efficiency while

minimizing overheating. ATAC senses the ambient tempera-

ture of each server and triggers a new performance capping

mechanism to achieve 38% savings in cooling power and

7% savings in total power with less than 1% degradation in

performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.4 [Performance of

Systems]: Reliability, availability, and serviceability

General Terms Performance, Reliability

Keywords Cloud Computing, Energy Efficient Data Cen-

ter, Cooling Power, Performance Capping

1. Introduction

Cloud computing has emerged as a cost-effective way of pro-

viding and managing enormous computing power as well

as centralizing and synchronizing personal data [6, 31, 37].

Aside from the cost of building the infrastructure of a data-

center, operating a datacenter can be very costly due to the
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considerable amount of electrical energy required. Accumu-

lated electricity bills over time can easily surpass the cost of

the hardware acquisition of the datacenter. Generally speak-

ing, the consumption of electrical power in datacenters is

used primarily for computing and cooling. Previous studies

in 2003 [19] and 2005 [35] revealed that some datacenters

spend more than 50% of their entire power budget on cooling

their facilities. Ever since the datacenter community identi-

fied cooling as a major source of power inefficiency, the in-

dustry has devoted a tremendous effort to reducing cooling

overhead in datacenters. For example, Google announced in

2012 that its new datacenter in Finland consumes only about

11% of its entire power budget on cooling; the Yahoo data-

center has reported 7% in 2011; and the Facebook datacenter

in 2013 reported 8%. In other words, for these recently built,

warehouse-scale datacenters, cooling power no longer poses

a major problem.

Although cooling power has ceased to be a problem for

new datacenters, which consume electrical power on the or-

der of tens of megawatts, small and medium datacenters still

consume enormous amounts of power. In 2011, such dat-

acenters, consuming nearly half of their power budget for

cooling, accounted collectively for 72% of total datacenter

power [16]. Unfortunately, they cannot adopt cooling tech-

niques commonly used in large datacenters. For example, the

Google datacenter in Finland uses cold seawater for cooling,

and the Yahoo datacenter uses a warehouse-scale building

resembling a chicken coop. Unlike large-scale datacenters,

small and medium-scale datacenters are not suitable to take

advantage of those geographical resources or economy of

scale. Accordingly, researchers focused on developing free-

cooling techniques by leveraging on-site evaporative cool-

ing systems. For example, Endo et al. [10] or Goiri et al.

[13, 14] reported significantly improved energy efficiency of

small to medium-scale datacenters. With these state-of-the-

art technologies, small and medium datacenters can substan-

tially reduce their cooling overhead.

We note that those datacenters still have unsolved prob-

lems in accommodating sufficient cooling capacity for the

worst-case scenario, which narrow down to (1) power-

delivery infrastructures, (2) CRAC units, and (3) reserved



peak-power allowance from power companies. The worst-

case scenario assumes a contingency situation under the

combination of a high user demand, a high ambient tem-

perature, a high humidity, and near-zero renewable energy

production. Without such a contingency cooling infrastruc-

ture, the datacenter must compromise reliability and avail-

ability. However, we note that such a scenario rarely hap-

pens; therefore, if we can safely cope with the extremely rare

event without compromising the reliability of computing

machines, we will significantly reduce the burden on small

to medium datacenters in preparing their cooling infrastruc-

tures. To this end, we propose a technique that guarantees

reliability of computing machines in the case of temperature

emergency by trading off their performance.

As we show in later sections, we also find that our tech-

nique, which trades off performance for reliability, greatly

improves the cooling efficiency of legacy datacenters where

state-of-the-art fresh-air-cooling techniques are not appli-

cable. For example, fresh-air-cooling datacenters are typ-

ically located in a intermodal container or a steel box in

open places where access to fresh air and immediate heat-

exchange are easy. On the contrary, typical legacy small dat-

acenters or server rooms are located inside a building with

limited access to fresh air. In addition, some geographical lo-

cations may have a higher average ambient temperature than

the locations tested in the research papers. Because the aver-

age ambient temperature is one of the most important param-

eters for fresh-air-cooling datacenters, free-cooling options

cannot be available depending on the environment where the

datacenters are located. In summary, fresh-air-cooling tech-

niques often require radical infrastructural changes and strict

environmental requirements. As a result, legacy and future

datacenters unsuitable for fresh-air-cooling still carry heavy

cooling overhead. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to

identify methods of improving the cooling efficiency, or the

ratio between total facility power and productive IT equip-

ment power (tPUE [17]), of those types of datacenters.

Before tackling the cooling inefficiency of datacenters,

we first summarize the fundamentals of datacenter cooling.

Moore et al. [25] found that in removing a given amount

of heat, cooling power exponentially decreases as comput-

ing room air conditioning (CRAC) units increase the dis-

charge air temperature. In general, a datacenter operating

at a higher room temperature achieves a better cooling ef-

ficiency. However, increasing the room temperature of a dat-

acenter will violate the thermal guidelines for computing de-

vices, which typically have an upper bound of operating tem-

perature, termed often as emergency temperature. Operating

above the emergency temperature will affect reliability of

computing devices. Therefore, to adhere to thermal guide-

lines, we must carefully examine increases in room temper-

ature.

Because the operating temperature of a computing de-

vice must remain under the emergency temperature, we must
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Figure 1: Inlet temperature distribution when CRAC units

supply 15◦C air + full server load

monitor every server location because each server maintains

a unique temperature, which depends on the regional prop-

erties of the locations of the servers. Figure 1 illustrates in-

let air temperature variations in the server chassis1. The five

clusters of bars (from left to right), representing the aver-

age server temperature of the ten chassis, correspond to in-

creasing distances from the bottom of the rack. The figure

shows that the inlet air temperature of the server chassis at

the highest position of the racks is higher than that of the

other chassis. Meanwhile, CRAC units must guarantee that

all the servers are under the emergency temperature; there-

fore, they must cool down the datacenter until these servers

meet thermal guidelines. In general, by raising the room tem-

perature, datacenters can save on cooling power as long as all

the servers are operating under the emergency temperature.

To meet the guidelines, typically servers located in lower po-

sition in the racks are over-cooled at an inlet temperature of

about 10 ∼ 20◦C below the emergency temperature.

In addition, another fundamental piece of datacenter cool-

ing is in CRAC control algorithms. CRAC units without con-

trol algorithms must supply the maximum amount of cool

air regardless of how busy the datacenters are. However, be-

cause the utilization levels of datacenters change dynami-

cally according to the level of human activity, this strategy

will usually over-cool the datacenter. Such shortcomings can

be alleviated by a dynamic CRAC control algorithm [5, 25].

With a dynamic CRAC control algorithm, CRAC units lower

supply air temperature when a datacenter is under heavy

workload and raise supply air temperature when it is under

light workload. More specifically, CRAC units monitor the

inlet air temperature of all the servers. If all of the servers

operate under the emergency temperature, CRAC units start

to raise the supply air temperature (i.e., they consume less

power). Meanwhile, if any server hits the emergency tem-

perature, CRAC units now lower the supply air temperature

(i.e., they consume more power). Dynamic CRAC control

saves a significant amount of cooling power; however, this

1 In generating Figure 1, we use the same simulation setup as detailed in

Section 4.



control algorithm introduces another source of cooling inef-

ficiency.

The strategy employed in dynamic CRAC control is intu-

itive and reasonable. However, a recent study [44] found that

the simple algorithm discussed above raises the emergency

temperature of the servers an average of 1% of the time.

The failure scenarios of such cases are as follows. When any

server reaches the emergency temperature, CRAC units start

to lower the supply air temperature (i.e., they consume more

power). However, because delivering cool air takes time, the

CRAC units are not able to immediately lower the inlet air

temperature of the server. That is, while cool air travels from

the CRAC units to the server, the server remains above the

emergency temperature. The study also found that to avoid

such thermal failures, the CRAC units must maintain a mar-

gin of safety by lowering the supply air temperature well

before the servers reach the emergency air temperature, con-

suming 73% more energy.

After a careful review of the fundamentals of datacenter

cooling, we determined that a novel method of efficient cool-

ing must have the following features. First, it must perform

locally inside a server and not wait for assistance by other

means. By doing so, it can effectively eliminate the need for

safety margins that dynamic CRAC control algorithms in-

troduce. Second, it must recognize that the inlet air tempera-

tures of datacenter servers vary depending on their locations

and that only a partial number of servers suffer from high

temperatures. More specifically, it must be triggered only

for the servers at hot spots, leaving other servers unaffected.

Lastly, it must be applicable to both future and already-built

small to medium datacenters, the latter of which consume

more than half of all the datacenter power today.

With all these critical concepts in mind, we propose a

novel system-level approach, ambient temperature-aware

capping (ATAC), on a per-server level for datacenters. Im-

plemented in a simple USB-connected sensor with sim-

ple fan control software, ATAC can be employed in both

already-built and future small to medium datacenters. To

prevent thermal emergencies, it allows datacenter servers

to run at a higher ambient temperature and applies local

dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) using its

sensed inlet air temperature as input. With such dynamic

regulation, the power of CRAC units can be turned down,

thereby reducing supply of cool air.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the motivation of the proposed scheme by showing

the thermal impact on server and fan power. Section 3 dis-

cusses ATAC, and Section 4 describes the simulation plat-

form and specifies the parameters for the modeled datacen-

ter. Section 5 evaluates and analyzes the results. Section 6

highlights the distinction of our paper by discussing other

relevant research, and Section 7 concludes.
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Figure 3: Inlet Temperature vs. Core Temperature

2. Motivation

Before delving into the technical details of the proposed

techniques, we present a simple experiment that provides

a more thorough understanding of the complex interac-

tion among inlet air temperature (Tinlet air), core tempera-

ture (Tcore), server-level power consumption, and fan speed.

For this experiment, we set up a server running at a maxi-

mum load enclosed in a controlled area with a thermocouple.

During the experiment, we measure the system level power,

Tcore and the fan speed at various inlet air temperatures, as

depicted in Figure 2 through Figure 4. Moreover, we repeat

the experiment at three core frequencies: 3.1GHz, 2.9GHz,

and 2.7GHz.

2.1 Thermal Impact on Server Power

Figure 2 shows the power consumption of the server at var-

ious Tinlet air. The three solid lines show system-level power

consumption at operating frequencies of 3.1GHz, 2.9GHz,

and 2.7GHz while the stacked bars show the power break-

down for only the 3.1GHz run. We focus on the 3.1GHz run

for the following analysis. For data points of Tinlet air ≤ 33◦C

shown in Figure 2, server-level power increases mostly due
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Figure 4: Inlet Temperature vs. Fan Speed

to the increase in the fan power; therefore, these data points

follow the trend of the increase in the fan speed, shown in

Figure 4. As a result, Figure 3 shows that the core tempera-

ture remains unchanged around 71◦C. A previous study [44]

also pointed that fan power is not constant and that ignor-

ing increased fan power could dramatically affect the ef-

fectiveness of energy-saving strategies. Once the fan speed

reaches the maximum (3100 rpm), the core temperature be-

gins to rise, and the upward trend of the power in Fig-

ure 2 slows down. The slight power increase in this region

(Tinlet air > 33◦C) is likely considered as a result of increased

leakage current caused by higher core temperature.

We now compare the results of the runs at different fre-

quencies. First, when running at lower frequencies (e.g.,

2.7GHz and 2.9GHz), the system does not attempt to cool

down the core temperature as shown in Figure 3. Instead,

to reduce the fan power consumption, it lowers the fan speed

(Figure 4). As shown in Figure 4, the system can save 13.5W

at 2.9 GHz and 18W at 2.7GHz from the power rating of

232W for 3.1GHz at 33◦C.

According to Newton’s law of cooling, the rate of heat

loss (in watts) is proportional to the temperature difference

between an object and its surroundings. We now apply this

theory to the measured power numbers in Figure 2. To elim-

inate the effect of the fan power and the difference in core

temperatures, we pick the data points of two systems when

the fan reaches its maximum speed with the same core tem-

perature. As indicated by the circles in Figure 2, the runs of

3.1GHz and 2.7GHz reach that state when Tinlet air = 33◦C

and Tinlet air = 37◦C, respectively. As Figure 3 shows, the

core temperature of 71◦C is the same in both scenarios. Then

the temperature differences between the core and its sur-

roundings (i.e., Tcore − Tinlet air) are 38◦C(= 71− 33) and

34◦C(= 71− 37) for the 3.1GHz and 2.7GHz core, respec-

tively. The 3.1GHz core has an advertised thermal design

power (TDP) of 80W; in other words, rotating the fan at a

maximum speed, the cooling system can remove heat gen-

erated by an 80W core when the delta temperature is 38◦C.

Based on the law of cooling, the 2.7GHz system will remove

heat generated by a 71.6W (= 80W × 34◦C
38◦C ) core. The re-

sults of the measurements of these two systems, shown in

Figure 2 (i.e., the power difference between two dashed cir-

cles), reveal a 9W difference, which closely conforms to the

theoretical deduction of 8.4W.

By using the relationship discussed above, we now illus-

trate how to keep the core temperature under control while

the inlet temperature exceeds the emergency temperature

(Temergency). Initially, we assume a server whose temperature

difference between the core (Tcore = 70◦C) and the ambi-

ence (Tinlet air = 30◦C) is 40◦C when the inlet temperature is

30◦C. Now we tune down the cool air supply from the CRAC

unit, and the server subsequently senses that the Tinlet air has

risen to 35◦C, which is 5◦C above Temergency. In other words,

the temperature difference (∆T ) between the core and the

ambience declines to 35◦C. According to our previous dis-

cussion, as the fan has reached its maximum rotation speed,

the server must increase its core temperature by 5◦C to 75◦C

to achieve equilibrium, which affects reliability. Another op-

tion for the server is to reduce its power consumption to

maintain a core temperature of 70◦C. Based on our prior de-

duction, to achieve this goal, the power draw must decrease

proportionally. Therefore, to keep the core temperature from

rising, the server has to reduce power to 35
40 th of its original

power using a technique such as DVFS.

2.2 Thermal Impact on Fan Power

To build a link from Tinlet air to fan power, we adopt an

approach similar to that in prior studies [28, 44]. First, we

use Fan Affinity Laws, which indicate that (1) the fan power

is in cubic growth of the rotational speed; and (2) the volume

capacity (the amount of air) of a fan is proportional to the

rotational speed. Thus, the following relationships hold.

Fan Power ∝ (RPM)3

Volume ∝ RPM

Fan Power ∝ (Volume)3

(1)

Second, we use the Laws of Convective Heat Transfer, which

indicate that heat transfer or power (in watts) is proportional

to (1) the volume capacity of air, and (2) the temperature

difference between Tcore and Tinlet air, or ∆T .

Heat Removal (Power, in watts) ∝Volume

Heat Removal (Power, in watts) ∝ ∆T
(2)

Therefore, when the temperature difference (∆T = Tcore −
Tinlet air) becomes half of what it was, the volume capacity

must double to maintain the cooling capacity.

Heat Removal Per Volumebe f ore

Heat Removal Per Volumea f ter
=

∆Tbe f ore

∆Ta f ter
= 2

To make Heat Removalbe f ore = Heat Removala f ter

∴Volumea f ter = 2×Volumebe f ore

(3)



Since the volume capacity of a fan is proportional to the ro-

tational speed, a halved ∆T will result in double the rotation

speed. The fan now rotates twice as fast and consumes 8x

more power.

Volumea f ter

Volumebe f ore
=

RPMa f ter

RPMbe f ore

= 2

∴

Fan Powera f ter

Fan Powerbe f ore
= (

RPMa f ter

RPMbe f ore

)3 = 8

(4)

In summary, a higher Tinlet air results in a smaller ∆T and

increases the fan power.

3. ATAC: Ambient Temperature Aware

Capping

In this section, we propose ATAC (ambient temperature-

aware capping), a system-level technique that guarantees

the reliability of operations when we tune down the cooling

units to improve energy efficiency. Our proposed scheme en-

ables the inlet air supply to furnish less cooling air to save

cooling energy while applying ATAC, which enables each

server to dynamically scale down its frequency and volt-

age (i.e., capping the performance). Local to each server,

the ATAC mechanism collects information that includes the

temperature of the core and the inlet air, the rotational speed

of fans, and the thermal design power (TDP) of the CPU,

and then decides to initiate performance capping by check-

ing whether the inlet air temperature (Tinlet air) is above the

emergency temperature (Temergency).

In dynamic CRAC control, CRAC units raise the dis-

charge air temperature until the highest inlet air temperature

of a server reaches Temergency. When any of the servers ex-

perience Temergency, CRAC units begin to lower the supply

air temperature. However, the server should remain over

Temergency until cool air from the CRAC units reaches the

server; such a thermal failure has been identified as one

of the most important sources of cooling inefficiency. In

this scenario, ATAC continuously monitors the inlet air

temperatures from each server, obtained using the thermal

sensor embedded in the servers. If Tinlet air remains below

Temergency, the triggering event does not occur. Otherwise,

to reduce the power consumption, ATAC of the violating

server will cap its own performance by scaling down its fre-

quency/voltage. To keep Tcore under control, ATAC assures

that the power proportionally decreases with the temperature

difference (∆T = Tcore−Tinlet air) based on the discussion in

Section 2.1.

We now discuss the relationship among the operating fre-

quency, performance, and power for the design of an ef-

fective performance-capping mechanism. In general, per-

formance is not proportionally degraded by a reduction in

the operating frequency. To illustrate this point, we evaluate

CloudSuite 2.0 [12] at various CPU frequencies including

3.1Ghz, 2.9Ghz, and 2.7Ghz, and measure the performance

of each cloud-computing application.
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Figure 5 illustrates the performance of the 2.9Ghz and

2.7Ghz runs normalized to that of the 3.1Ghz run. In the fig-

ure, the dashed lines at 93.5% and 87.1% depict simple ra-

tios between the operating frequency (2.9Ghz and 2.7Ghz)

and the baseline (3.1Ghz). All CloudSuite applications we

present in Figure 5 outperform the dashed lines, or the sim-

ple ratio between the frequencies. However, in this study,

we conservatively assume that the performance of a server

at a lower frequency proportionally degrades, as the dashed

lines in Figure 5 show. For the relationship between oper-

ating frequency and power, we adopt a general power and

performance model from other studies [30, 43], in which the

power reduction is equal to the square of the performance

reduction. Based on these assumptions, if the operating fre-

quency of the core decreases by 90%, the performance will

degrade by 90%, and its power consumption will decrease to

81% (= (0.90)2). For the following evaluation of ATAC, we

use this conservative assumption.

All in all, Algorithm 1 summarizes the capping mech-

anism of ATAC. Firstly, ATAC assumes that it knows two

static parameters, Temergency, and ∆T , the temperature differ-

ence between Tcore and Tinlet air when the CPU fan is ro-

tating at maximum. Now ATAC takes a dynamically mea-

sured parameter, Tinlet air into account. If we use the same

parameters explained at the end of Section 2.1, for exam-

ple, then Temergency = 30◦C and ∆T = 40◦C. Secondly, ATAC

triggers power capping when Tinlet air exceeds Temergency. In

the previous example, Tinlet air became 35◦C or 5◦C above

Temergency (i.e., α = 5◦C in Algorithm 1). Now ATAC caps

the CPU power by the amount of ∆T−α
∆T according to Equa-

tion (2). Therefore, the previous example reduced power to
35
40 th (= 40◦C−5◦C

40◦C ) of its original power. The relative perfor-

mance of the CPU under ATAC becomes
√

(∆T −α)/∆T ,

as discussed in Figure 5.

Although ATAC is designed to eliminate thermal failure

caused by timing delays in delivering cool air, we also argue

that more aggressive ATAC policies could further reduce

datacenter power consumption with negligible performance

degradation. In previous sections, we found that servers

have different Tinlet air depending on their locations, and few

servers suffer from high Tinlet air. Therefore, by aggressively

raising the room temperature of a datacenter to intentionally



Algorithm 1 ATAC Algorithm

Tinlet air ⇐Measured inlet air temperature

loop

if Tinlet air > Temergency then

α ⇐ (Tinlet air−Temergency)

CPU Power capping ⇐ max(CPU Power)× ∆T−α
∆T

Relative Performance ⇐
√

∆T−α
∆T

else

CPU Power capping ⇐ max(CPU Power)
end if

end loop

let some servers operate above Temergency, the datacenter can

save a significant amount of cooling power by sacrificing the

performance of only a small number of servers. The servers

operating over Temergency will trigger ATAC, and the Tcore
of such servers will remain under control. Details of more

aggressive ATAC will be discussed in Section 5.2.

Tcore
TtargetTthreshold

> 12% < 1%< 87%

compromised performancenormal operation

=78*C =80*C

Tinlet air
Temergency

< 1%> 99%

compromised performancenormal operation

=40*C

(a) A case of Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM)

(b) A case of the proposed technique (ATAC)

Figure 6: Chances of compromising performace of servers

Because it can be implemented by a simple thermocou-

ple connected through USB and OS-level software support,

ATAC is a practical, viable solution to future and already-

built small to medium datacenters. Moreover, ATAC out-

performs and differs from dynamic thermal management

(DTM) [9], which does not take Tinlet air into its control loop.

More specifically, when DTM targets Tcore under Ttarget in

Figure 6a, it must secure a temperature margin, Tthreshold (<
Ttarget ), and start to lower the DVFS level when Tcore reaches

Tthreshold . However, at high ambient temperature (HTA) dat-

acenters, the temperature of Tcore is more likely to fall in-

between Tthreshold and Ttarget . For example, when we secure

2◦C temperature margin for DTM then Tthreshold = 78◦C

and Ttarget = 80◦C. In such a case, Tcore in our baseline

experiment, which we will discuss in the following sec-

tions, spends more than 12% of the time in this safety mar-

gin where the performance of servers must be degraded. In

contrast, as depicted in Figure 6b, ATAC degrades the per-

formance of servers only when Tinlet air exceeds Temergency,

which has significantly less chances than Tcore ≥ Tthreshold .

Nonetheless, CPUs must employ DTM support even with

ATAC since ATAC is not useful in abnormal emergencies

such as failure of cooling fans or accidental removal of heat

sinks. DTM is indispensable in securing the most robust

reliability preventing chips from being burned and melted

down; however, the ATAC mechanism manages system-level

power and performance more effective in setting a preferred

temperature range of microprocessors for power efficient

datacenters.

4. Simulation Setup

4.1 The Simulation Setup

In this paper, we use modified SimWare [44] as an evaluating

platform. SimWare implements a variety of critical compo-

nents of a datacenter in a holistic way [34] including detailed

server power models, cooling power models [25], the effect

of heat recirculation [40], and the effect of the timing de-

lay of cool air delivery from the CRAC to the front plate of

servers. The evaluating platform, SimWare, has been modi-

fied and configured as follows.

[Dynamic CRAC control algorithm] CRAC begins to sup-

ply cool air at the lowest possible temperature and raises

the temperature until the inlet air temperature of any server

reaches a triggering temperature, Ttrigger . Upon such an

event, CRAC begins to lower the supply air temperature

to cool down the room temperature. In general, the inlet air

temperature of a server is computed as [26]

Tinlet air = Tsupply air+Trecirculated heat . (5)

Here, Trecirculated heat represents the thermal impact caused

by the heat recirculation of the other servers. Note that this

heat recirculation effect is the primary reason why Tinlet air
varies according to the location of the servers. In addition,

the goal of the dynamic CRAC control can be expressed as

∀Tinlet air < Ttrigger . (6)

Throughout this paper, we use this dynamic CRAC control

with only one configurable variable, Ttrigger , for all simula-

tions. The remaining configurable parameters for SimWare

are discussed in the following sections.

[Cooling power model] A prior research [25] found that

the efficiency of CRAC units change by their supply air

temperature (Tsupply air). More specifically, the study showed

that the efficiency of CRAC units improves when they op-

erate at higher Tsupply air. This relationship between CRAC

power and Tsupply air is expressed as

Amount of heat removed (W)

Power draw from CRAC units (W)

= 0.0068T2
supply air+ 0.0008Tsupply air+ 0.458.

(7)

From Equation (7), if CRAC units operate at a higher dis-

charging temperature (Tsupply air), they consume less power



while removing the same amount of heat. We employ the

same CRAC power model in the evaluation.
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Figure 7: Simulated Datacenter Layout

[Datacenter layout] The simulated datacenter hosts 50

blade server chassis, and a rack holds five blade server chas-

sis; therefore, the datacenter has ten racks as shown in Fig-

ure 7. Five racks form a row of racks, and we have two

rows of racks in the datacenter. In addition, the simulation

assumes a raised floor and hot/cold aisle layout where the

cold aisle is located in-between the rows of racks. Hot and

cold aisles are not partitioned; therefore, heat generated by

the servers may recirculate to the cold aisle or front plate of

other servers. In modeling such heat recirculation effect,

SimWare employs heat distribution matrix (HDM) [40],

which converts heat dissipation from a blade server chas-

sis to the inlet air temperature increase of all other chassis.

Because we assume fifty blade server chassis, HDM is a 50

by 50 matrix.

4.2 Specifications for Blade Servers

A blade server chassis in our simulation hosts 16 blade

servers. Therefore, the simulated datacenter has 800 (=50

blade server chassis × 16 servers/chassis) blade servers,

and we assume that each blade server houses a single 16-

core AMD Opteron 6386SE. This configuration simulates a

total of 12,800 cores (800 blade servers × 16 cores/server).

Table 1 summarizes the specifications of the blade servers in

our simulated datacenter.

We also elaborate on the detailed specifications of the

fan attached to each blade server. First of all, the fan con-

sumes a maximum of 15W and removes heat generated by

140W when the fan rotates at the maximum speed of 3000

rpm We also assume that when the fan removes the max-

imum power, 140W, the minimum temperature difference

(∆T ) between the die and the inlet air is 40◦C, generated

from our experiment discussed in Figure 3 in which the core

is at 71◦C and the inlet air temperature is measured at 33◦C

when the fan rotates at full speed. For simplicity, instead of

38◦C(= 71◦C− 33◦C), we use 40◦C, a number particularly

important for performing ATAC. As discussed in Section 2.1

and Section 2.2, we use the temperature difference to calcu-

late the desired power level to be achieved by DVFS. An

example of how to reach the desired power level appeared at

the end of Section 2.1.

Two other fans with the same specifications are used in

the server. One is located at the front panel of the server and

the second one at the back. The rotational speeds of these

fans are directly proportional to the power consumption of

the server and the temperature of the inlet air. For simplicity,

the boundary condition is that the fans are rotating at 3,000

rpm (maximum) when the server is fully loaded at 30◦C.

In addition, assuming that the goal of fan control is to save

fan power, we set the die temperature lower than 80◦C for

reliability. In terms of the peak power of the blade server, we

add the power of the idle, peak CPU, and all three fans. We

first assume that the blade server, when idle, consumes half

of the peak power, 140W [4]. Then the peak power becomes

140W (idle power) + 140W (peak CPU power) + 3×15W

(three fans) = 325W.

4.3 Google Cluster Data as an input

We use Google cluster data (GCD) [32, 33] as the input to

SimWare. Google released GCD, one of the most detailed

utilization traces, to the public in 2011. It comprises 178GB

of text files containing detailed information collected from

jobs submitted to one of the company’s datacenters. The

overall computing cluster has about 12,500 heterogeneous

computing nodes in ten groups. Although the groups have

disparate hardware specifications, we regroup the nodes into

three groups based on the CPU performance metric, for cur-

rent SimWare models only the power consumption by CPU

utilization of a server, not by memory or disk utilization. In

terms of normalized CPU performance, servers in GCD can

be categorized into three different types: 0.25, 0.5, and 1.

By contrast, our simulated datacenter contains homogeneous

servers (i.e., the servers share the same computing capacity).

Since more than 92% of the servers in GCD have a normal-

ized CPU scale of 0.5, we assume that a CPU scale of 0.5

matches one core in the simulated datacenter. For servers

with a CPU scale of 0.25 or 1, we assume linearly decreased

or increased execution time, respectively. For example, one

second in a machine with a CPU scale of 0.25 corresponds

to a half second in a machine with a CPU scale of 0.5.
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For a particular configuration, a single simulation run

takes about ten days because of the massive volume of GCD



Table 1: Specification of our Simulated Blade Server.

Component name Specification

CPU 16 cores AMD Opteron 6386 SE. TDP=140W. Heat capacity is assumed to be 22.5

m2 · kg · s−2 ·K−1

CPU Cooling Capacity CPU fan removes heat generated by 140W when the fan rotates at the maximum speed

∆T = Tcore−Tinlet air When the fan rotates at its maximum speed and the CPU is at full load, the temperature

difference between the processor die’s temperature and the ambient air is 40◦C.

CPU Fan Maximum speed = 3000 rpm; power = 15W.

Other Fans Two more fans with the same specification are located at the front and back of each server.

Fan Control When Tcore < 80◦C the priority of the fan control is in saving fan power. Otherwise, when

Tcore ≥ 80◦C, the priority is in lowering Tcore. The CPU fan cannot be turned off and runs

at 500 rpm when the server is idle. Case fans increase their rotational speed proportional to

the power consumption of the server and the inlet air temperature.

Idle Power The blade server consumes 140W plus corresponding fan power when idle.

Peak Power The blade server consumes 140W + 140W + 3×15W = 325W in maximum.

trace and the complex simulation methodology incorporated

in the SimWare framework. To expedite the simulation time

and to explore a wide spectrum of various configuration pa-

rameters, we sample data from a 29-day trace. More specif-

ically, we tune SimWare to the experiment with data from

days 6, 12, 13, 22, and 25. Out of these five samples, we

select day 12 because it observes the lowest hourly server

utilization and day 22 because it experiences the highest

hourly server utilization. We select the remaining three days

such that the average datacenter-level utilization for sam-

pled trace (44.5%) closely matches that of the entire GCD

trace (44.6%). More specifically, Figure 8 shows hourly

datacenter-level utilization from the entire GCD trace and

from the five days we selected for this study. In Figure 8,

each dot represents an hour of operation, and all of the

dots are sorted according to the utilization level. These two

curves, which have the same minimum value from day 12

and the same maximum value from day 22, exhibit a reason-

ably similar trend.

5. Evaluation and Analysis

5.1 The Baseline Analysis

The legacy datacenters that this study targets typically use a

Ttrigger value from 20◦C to 30◦C with an average Tsupply air
of about or even lower than 15◦C [1, 27, 36]. However, Intel

projects that in the future, high ambient temperature (HTA)

datacenters will enable servers to operate at above 40◦C and

even more than 50◦C. Although the baseline of Ttrigger =
20◦C ∼ 30◦C outshines the potential benefits of ATAC, we

assume that the baseline datacenter is HTA-ready and that

Ttrigger ≥ 40◦C.

Figure 9a shows the overall utilization level of the simu-

lated datacenter when Ttrigger = 40◦C. The X-axis represents

the elapsed time while the primary Y-axis (left) and the back-

ground area chart shows the power consumption in watts. In

addition, the secondary Y-axis (right) and the solid line chart

represent the utilization level. As stated before, our truncated

GCD contains job traces for five days, and the average daily

utilization level ranges from 27% to 75%. In general, the

power consumption curve for computing and cooling units

track the utilization level. Figure 9b reveals interesting infor-

mation: It shows that when we increase Ttrigger from 40◦C to

60◦C in the X-axis, the datacenter consumes less power on

cooling while expending more power to blow the fans harder.

Thus, the net power savings continue to decrease until Ttrigger
reaches 51◦C. Beyond this inflection point, the consumption

of fan power offsets the savings in cooling power.

One of the important implications of higher Ttrigger is

higher Tcore. As illustrated on the secondary Y-axis in Fig-

ure 9b, the all-time highest value of Tcore increases as room

temperature increases. When the fan is not at maximum

rotational speed, a system can hold Tcore even at a higher

Tinlet air by increasing the fan power. However, in rare situ-

ations, the following three conditions can occur simultane-

ously. The fans are initially at maximum rotational speed.

Then, the CPU is operating at full load. Finally, Tinlet air
exceeds Temergency. When all three conditions are met, Tcore
rises to maintain the temperature difference (= ∆T ) between

Tcore and Tinlet air constant. In fact, for such a rare failure sce-

nario, our proposed ATAC breaks the second condition by

sensing Tinlet air and changes the DVFS state, so the CPU

cannot be fully utilized. As we show in the next section,

ATAC initiates performance capping only for a small frac-

tion of time, so the overall responsiveness of the datacenter

remains nearly the same while the maximum Tcore drastically

decreases.

5.2 Evaluating ATAC

In applying the ATAC mechanism to the servers, a datacen-

ter administrator can control the level of aggressiveness of

ATAC. For example, in Power Capping [20], the administra-

tor can set a server with a 1,000W name plate to consume

900W or even 800W. When the power consumption of the

server is capped at 800W, its performance is lower than when

it is capped at 900W. Similarly, an administrator can con-

figure the aggressiveness of ATAC. Aggressive ATAC will

activate performance capping more often.
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We start with the most basic strategy, ATAC-0, which ac-

tivates performance capping when Tinlet air = Ttrigger . For ex-

ample, we assume that Ttrigger = Temergency = 40◦C and that

one of the servers in the datacenter senses that Tinlet air =
45◦C. In this case, without ATAC support, Tcore can be as

high as 85◦C(= Tinlet air + ∆T = 45◦C+ 40◦C) according

to the ∆T specification discussed in Section 4. However,

with ATAC support, after acknowledging that Tinlet air ex-

ceeds Ttrigger by 5◦C, ATAC reduces the maximum power

consumption of the CPU to ∆T−5◦C
∆T , thus reducing the re-

quired temperature difference between Tcore and Tinlet air to

35◦C; then the maximum Tcore becomes 80◦C.

Figure 10 shows the results of the scenario described

above. In Figure 10, the highest value of Tcore for the baseline

configuration is as high as 84◦C while the worst-case Tcore of

ATAC-0 is 80◦C. We also define a more aggressive ATAC

from ATAC-1 to ATAC-9. ATAC-1 activates performance

capping activated by ATAC when Tinlet air = Ttrigger −1, and

ATAC-9 activates it when Tinlet air = Ttrigger − 9. As a re-

sult, the maximum Tcore declines to 79◦C for ATAC-1 and

71◦C for ATAC-9. Even though ATAC-0 lowers the maxi-

mum Tcore about 4◦C from the baseline, the likelihood of

activating performance capping is extremely low. Therefore,

the average latency of the jobs submitted to the datacenter

shows less than a 1% increase until ATAC-6, raising an in-

teresting question: Which ATAC is the best design choice?

Before answering the above question, we analyze the re-

lationship between ATAC and Ttrigger . We assume that a dat-

acenter employs ATAC-α with Ttrigger = β . In this case,

ATAC-α triggers performance capping when Tinlet air =
Ttrigger − α = β − α . If another datacenter, however, uses

ATAC-(α +1) with Ttrigger = β + 1, this configuration trig-

gers performance capping when Tinlet air = β +1−(α+1)=
β −α , the same temperature as that of the former datacenter.

If we recall that Tcore can be as high as Tinlet air +∆T , these

two data centers share the same max Tcore requirement. As

a more aggressive ATAC indicates a stronger performance

penalty, the datacenter will perform better in the former (i.e.,

lower) ATAC setting than in the latter. By fixing the max

Tcore constant, we compare different ATAC and Ttrigger con-

figurations in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 presents a comparison of average latencies, to-

tal power consumption, and the energy-delay product (EDP)

of various Ttrigger and ATAC configurations that result in the



same max Tcore. All of the values are normalized to those of

(Ttrigger , ATAC-X) = (40,0). To save more power but com-

promise performance, we use higher Ttrigger and aggressive

ATAC values (from left to right). The average latency of

the datacenter significantly increases from (Ttrigger , ATAC-

X) = (45,5) while the power savings begin to saturate from

(Ttrigger , ATAC-X) = (48,8), mainly resulting from increased

fan power. Therefore, in terms of EDP, (Ttrigger , ATAC-X) =

(45,5) is the best design choice. Later sections will discuss

configurations of only up to ATAC-5.

5.3 Comparing ATAC against DTM, Power Capping,

and PowerNap

ATAC is unique in that it accounts for ambient tempera-

ture. Because ATAC activates performance capping from

the servers at the highest inlet air temperature, it exploits

temperature differences between servers and outperforms

the other power management schemes. Figure 12 shows

the maximum Tcore value and the normalized latency of the

simulated datacenter for different power management algo-

rithms including DTM [9], power capping [20] and Power-

Nap [24]. Note that power capping and PowerNap are not

designed for thermal management but for other purposes;

however, we still compare these schemes against ATAC only

for reference. We evaluate four different configurations for

DTM: < 79◦C,10% >, < 79◦C,5% >, < 78◦C,10% >, and

< 78◦C,5% >. For all configurations, (X◦, Y%) denotes that

DTM degrades performance in a step of Y% whenever Tcore
exceeds X◦C. Power capping is a power management tech-

nique for datacenters that activates performance capping by

sensing system-level power consumption and strictly limits

the maximum power consumption under the bar. In our ex-

periment, when power capping is available, server power is

capped to 310W, 300W, or 290W. We also implement the

ideal PowerNap. Although the original PowerNap has a 300

micro-second performance penalty for waking up from the

napping state, we assume a zero penalty to show the upper

bound of the effectiveness of the algorithm. In addition, we

use the same configurations for the baseline and ATAC-0 ∼
ATAC-5, as in the previous section.

First, Figure 12a shows that ATAC, DTM, and power cap-

ping are effective at reducing the maximum value of Tcore.

For example, when DTM is set to < 78◦C,5% >, the highest

Tcore is 79◦C, which is close to the Tcore of ATAC-1. How-

ever, as shown in Figure 12b, at this configuration, DTM

compromises about 13% of the latency of the datacenter.

When power capping set to 290W, the highest Tcore is 75◦C,

which is close to Tcore of ATAC-5; however, such aggressive

power capping results in more than 30% performance degra-

dation while all ATAC configurations shows less than 1%.

The reason why ATAC underperforms DTM is as follows.

At high ambient temperature (HTA) datacenters, the temper-

ature of Tcore is more likely to fall between the DTM thresh-

old and emergency core temperatures as in Figure 6. In such

a case, DTM always degrades the performance of servers
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Figure 13: Max(Tcore)-Equivalent Comparison

while ATAC degrades only when Tinlet air exceeds 40◦C. The

same rationale holds for power capping, which lowers the

performance of the CPU only by detecting the system-level

power consumption. In ATAC, even when the server burns

at full power (i.e., peak utilization) no performance capping

is triggered as long as Tinlet air is substantially low. By con-

trast, PowerNap has little impact on Tcore since we only show

the maximum value of Tcore. Max(Tcore) occurs when servers

are occupied, and PowerNap, which is designed for energy

proportional datacenters [4], cannot help occupied servers.

5.4 Max(Tcore)-Equivalent Comparison

As discussed previously, ATAC, DTM, and power capping

algorithms effectively lower the upper bound of Tcore. For

example, ATAC-5, which only activates performance cap-

ping when Tinlet air is higher than Ttrigger−5, lowers the max-

imum Tcore value from 84.3◦C to 75◦C when it is compared

to the baseline, in which Ttrigger = 40◦C. Results from ad-

ditional simulations show that the baseline datacenter with-

out any power management mechanism lowers Ttrigger from

40◦C to 32◦C to achieve the same level of Max(Tcore). Simi-

larly, since PowerNap has no impact on Tcore, PowerNap also

has to lower Ttrigger to 32◦C to achieve the maximum Tcore of

75◦C. However, when DTM is set to < 74◦C,5% > or power

capping is set to 290W, the maximum value of Tcore is the

same as ATAC-5 with Ttrigger = 40◦C. Thus, ATAC-5, DTM

set to < 74◦C,5% >, and power capping is set to 290W, both

achieve the maximum Tcore of 75.0± 0.1◦C while the base-

line and PowerNap have to lower Ttrigger to 32◦C.

Figure 13 presents a comparison of the power consump-

tion of all four configurations. The labels on the X-axis show

the name of the configurations and corresponding Ttrigger
values in parentheses. Note that all configurations have the

same peak Tcore values of 75.0± 0.1◦C. In terms of cooling

power, savings for ATAC-5, DTM, power capping, and Pow-

erNap are 39%, 28%, 40%, and 1%, respectively. These sav-

ings are translated to about 6%, 10%, 7%, and 1% savings in

terms of the total datacenter power, including all the compo-

nents such as computing, fan, and cooling power. DTM set to
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Figure 12: Comparing ATAC against Other Power Management Algorithms when Ttrigger = 40◦C
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Figure 14: Per Server Utilization Distribution

< 74◦C,5% > is the most effective power-saving technique;

however, it significantly degrades performance.

Figure 13c shows that the datacenter with DTM set to

< 74◦C,5% > exhibits a latency penalty of more than 30%.

In contrast, the impact of ATAC-5 on performance is neg-

ligible, less than 1%. Even though our implementation as-

sumes the ideal PowerNap, Figure 13c shows that Power-

Nap has limited impact on the overall power consumption of

the datacenter. Figure 14 provides an explanation for such an

observation. The figure shows the distribution of the server-

level utilization of the baseline configuration (Ttrigger = 40◦C

without any power management scheme) in seconds. As

shown, servers typically maintain a utilization level of 20%

to 80%. Servers in GCD are completely idle only 1.8% of the

time. Because PowerNap places servers in a napping state

when they are completely idle, PowerNap shows headroom

less than 1.8% for this specific utilization trace. However,

we also find that PowerNap can be used in conjunction with

ATAC to save an additional 1% of the total power consump-

tion.

5.5 Discussions

5.5.1 Parallel Workloads

ATAC is a system-level technique that allows individual

servers to operate with their own decisions; each server lo-

cally senses Tinlet air and decides whether or not to cap its

performance. In this case, a parallel job, which often uti-

lizes a number of servers and waits for the last server to fin-

ish, may experience higher performance overhead than what

we have discussed in Section 5.3. Such inter-server depen-

dencies were common in traditional high performance com-

puting (HPC) workloads. However, in modern data centers,

HPC jobs are in fact considered to be latency insensitive. In

modern data centers, the most latency-sensitive jobs are on-

line, data-intensive (OLDI) workloads, such as social net-

working and web searching [23]. They typically utilize thou-

sands of servers to distribute key-value pairs. However, since

each request to individual server is independent from others,

each request can be processed and returned by the server

without involvements of other servers. As such, these OLDI

workloads do not suffer from server interferences. In sum-

mary, server interferences may further degrade the perfor-

mance of ATAC for HPC workloads; however, these work-

loads are latency insensitive by nature. For latency-senstivie

OLDI workloads, ATAC degrades performance by less than

1% on average.

5.5.2 Server interferences

Because ATAC is a per-system technique without centralized

management, decisions made from each server can be sub-

optimal. For example, only a few servers may need to slow

down to reduce the heat being generated and recirculated.

However, in our case, ATAC penalizes performance of all

servers at hot spots. Although our evaluations show that the

impact of suboptimal decisions on the overall performance

of datacenters is negligible on average, it is also true that la-

tencies of certain jobs can be significantly slow compared to

the baseline datacenter without ATAC. In other words, these

suboptimal decisions or server interferences may signifi-



cantly compromise latencies at the 99th or 95th percentiles.

To prevent servers from triggering unnecessary performance

capping, servers now need to communicate with each other

so that selective numbers of servers with fewer jobs in their

queue can slow themselves down. We leave harmonic effects

of ATAC and centralized management as our future work.

5.5.3 Simulation Errors

Using a heat distribution matrix proposed by a previous

study [40], SimWare models the heat recirculation effect.

However, the method used in the previous study showed

simulation errors of 0.38◦C on average when estimating the

inlet air temperature of servers. In this section, we show

the impact of these simulation errors on the findings of this

study. To do so, we extend Equation (5) by adding Terror as

follows.

Tinlet air = Tsupply air+Trecirculated heat +Terror (8)

However, since the original work did not reveal the de-

tails of how errors are distributed, we present and evaluate

four different error models, all of which have an average

error of 0.38◦C. Plus and Minus models assume that Terror
is always +0.38◦C or −0.38◦C, respectively, and Uniform

and Normal models assume that Terror is a random variable

picked from a uniform distributionU(−0.76,0.76) or from a

normal distribution N(0,0.47632). We select plus and minus

models to show the lower and upper bound of the impact of

errors on our study and other two models to show the behav-

ior of ATAC under random error. Particularly for the random

error models, we evaluate 13 times and show the average of

all of the runs.

We compare the power and performance numbers of

ATAC(45,5) with and without Terror, and find that all of the

metrics fall within 0.05% of the range of the baseline with-

out errors (Terror=0). Such narrow range is extraordinary if

we consider that the errors in temperature, 0.38◦C, is already

about 0.8%; however, this is because of the following rea-

sons. The errors in temperature impact on CRAC power; but

CRAC power for ATAC(45,5) is already less than 10% of

the total power. Therefore, 0.8% change in temperature is

translated to 0.1% change in the total power. Moreover, be-

cause ATAC(45,5) is already optimal in balancing fan power

and CRAC power, any effort in decreasing CRAC power re-

sults in more fan power. Therefore, possible CRAC power

savings have been compensated by increased fan power to

result in sub 0.1% changes. In all, we observe here that errors

in temperature are not exacerbated in our results.

6. Related Work

Researchers have investigated increasing the supply air tem-

perature without compromising reliability. Moore et al. [25]

proposed a new job scheduling policy to minimize the heat

recirculation effect, and Banerjee et al. [3] further improved

it. A prior study found that when Tinlet air increases, the pro-

cessor cores contribute to the majority of additional power

consumption [7]. Atwood et al. [2], however, showed that

the failure rates of servers have little correlations to temper-

ature, dust, and humidity. These studies motivated us to de-

sign system-level support that exploits the cooling inequality

among the servers in datacenters.

In this work, we primarily focus on the power consump-

tion of cooling units and servers; nonetheless, other sources

of inefficiency were explored in prior research. For exam-

ple, Wang et al. [42] and Pelley et al. [29] proposed effi-

cient power delivery and smarter cluster-level power con-

troller, and Li et al. [22] proposed power-efficient execu-

tion of programs. In addition, Haque et al. [18] proposed

a new definition of service-level agreements, Green SLAs,

for the clients who care about using green energy. Allevi-

ating the peak power consumption is an important issue for

datacenters [15] because their electricity bills are based on

(1) the amount of energy they use and (2) the peak power

that they demand. Use of fresh-air cooling [10] or renew-

able energy [13, 14, 21] also improves cooling efficiency of

datacenters. Although ATAC achieves the same goal (i.e.,

improving the cooling efficiency), it can be used in parallel

with aforementioned techniques. For example, with ATAC

support, a datacenter with free-cooling systems can exploit

high temperature variations among server locations.

Similar to ATAC, Zephyr [41] discussed blade chassis-

level power optimizations including fan and server power,

while our study focuses on datacenter-level power optimiza-

tions including cooling power. In addition, the novelty of

ATAC lies in exploiting location-dependent and regional

cooling characteristics inside datacenters.

Advancements of micro-architectures and memory tech-

nologies can lead to significant energy savings in datacen-

ters. For example, Razor [11] allows microprocessors to op-

erate at a lower voltage by comparing results from multi-

ple flip-flops operating at different speeds. Razor is in fact

conceptually similar to ATAC: Razor lowers a supply volt-

age and exploits voltage safety margins of microproces-

sors, while ATAC lowers cooling power and exploits tem-

perature safety margins of datacenters. Emerging memory

technologies, such as die-stacked memory [8], would also

play a key role in alleviating power concerns in datacenters.

Stacked DRAM caches already become practical to be de-

ployed in large-scale servers by alleviating hardware over-

head [38] and resiliency concerns [39]. These advancements

could greatly reduce computing and memory power in data-

centers.

7. Conclusion

Motivated by the knowledge that small- to medium-scale

datacenters, which comprise the majority of datacenters,

consume nearly half of their power for cooling, we initi-

ated this study to determine an efficient method of cooling.



We began by carefully reviewing the fundamentals of dat-

acenter cooling and found that considerable cooling energy

is wasted because of (1) the safety margin that cooling units

must ensure and (2) the non-uniform inlet air temperatures

across servers. These issues stem from the location of each

server relative to the CRAC unit and their height from the

floor. To address this drawback, we proposed a system-level

approach that first aggressively reduces the cool air supply

from the CRAC unit to save power and then uses a new

system-level control called ATAC, which is applied to each

server. By sensing the inlet temperature to reduce the core

temperature, ATAC can dynamically cap the performance of

the server using DVFS. Using a modified SimWare frame-

work with the Google production trace, we evaluated ATAC

and found that a datacenter can reduce the cool air supply

with 38% savings of cooling power, or 7% savings of total

power while degrading performance by a negligible sub-1%.
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